I-91 Charter Oak Bridge Project
Construction Newsletter Winter 2022
Two projects designed to reduce congestion and improve safety in Hartford, East Hartford & Wethersfield.

Construction Highlights—Winter 2022
Progress, on work that began this fall, continued on the project this winter with the following operations: overhead
sign removal and installation; improvements to I-91; widening of both Route 5/15 NB and I-91 NB; bridge work;
highway drainage on I-91 SB; median work; and sound barrier wall installation. During the months of January and
February, nighttime lane closures and road/ramp closures/detours were minimized as work was done during the
daytime shifts. Night work has resumed in March with overhead sign removal/installation work and bridge work.

Above: New overhead sign supports are installed at night. To ensure safety to the traveling public, the project
occasionally instates intermittent fifteen-minute closures on I-91 and on Route 5/15 to accomplish the work.
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Drainage Improvements on I-91 Southbound—Wethersfield
Beginning in early December, 2021, highway drainage improvements
were initiated on I-91 SB, in Wethersfield, during the daytime shifts.
Work included the operations pictured below, and is scheduled to be
completed in early April, 2022.
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Temporary removal of nine
thirty-foot sections of the
existing sound barrier wall
and tree cutting/removal;

Wethersfield

The map above shows the project limits on I-91
in Wethersfield as a blue dotted line. The
location of the I-91 SB drainage work, described
on this page, is indicated by the red dotted line.

Drainage installation at
sites where the wall
sections were removed;

Rebuilding of the
sound barrier wall
sections removed.
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Bridge and Roadway Improvements—Hartford
The construction of the new I-91 NB Exit 29 necessitated the
widening of I-91 NB, including its bridges within the project limits in
Hartford. Work on these sites, some of which is pictured below, on
both I-91 NB and Route 5/15, continued this winter.
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View of Route 5/15 SB Site from I-91 Bridge over Route 5/15
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I-91 NB Bridge over Airport Road—Parapet Improvements
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Improvements in the Charter Oak Bridge Vicinity—Hartford
Widening I-91 NB—Former Exit 29 Vicinity

NB

Improvements on the Charter Oak Bridge

Bridge joints
under construction

Concrete pour of
bridge joints
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Route 5/15 Median Work—East Hartford
The project limits in East Hartford are indicated on
the map on the right with a blue dotted line.
Improvements to the widened Route 5/15
continued with median work, including median
reconstruction, overhead sign installation, and
roadway illumination. In addition, the new sound
barrier wall was completed along the Route 5/15 SB
on-ramp from Silver Lane; a small portion is seen
here,
below. More about the wall is on page 6.
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Update: Sound Barrier Wall Along Route 5/15 SB On-Ramp from Silver Lane—East Hartford
In the previous issue of our construction newsletter,
we featured the foundation placement and
installation of the preliminary framework for this
new sound barrier wall along the Route 5/15 SB onramp from Silver Lane. This winter, the wall,
(depicted on the map on the right with a pink line),
was constructed and completed. Median work on
Route 5/15, along with the completion of the
roadway and shoulder work adjacent to the new
sound barrier wall, will continue this spring.
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Website: I-91CharterOakBridge.com Email: info@I-91CharterOakBridge.com
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